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Have you ever wondered what the effects this crazy winter have had on all the different 
plant materials? It’s been a tale of two winters. First, during the early part of the winter, we 
experienced a lack of protective snow, so the frost had a chance to go deeper than usual. 
Temperatures reached extreme lows that we haven’t seen in 25 years. Wind chills fell to 40 
to 50 below zero. A few weeks later, temperatures jumped up into the 40’s. Instead of snow, 
we experienced rainfall that later froze causing more and more temporary ice ponds to pop 
up in low spots. The second part of the winter spelled snow. Lots and lots of snow. Record 
breaking snowfalls caused all sorts of problems. The question is, will all these unusual weath- 
er phenomena spell trouble for our trees, shrubs and plants? Or, might we will find a silver 
lining in these occurrences? 
One indication of the impact of the cold weather has come from Canadian scientists who 
think that 90% of the destructive pine beetle larvae were killed off with the very cold tem- 
peratures that we endured earlier in the winter. If this is true, it may harbor good news as far as 






Canada may have found an upside from this crazy winter, but how about the Winona area and the trees on the WSU cam- 
pus? I thought that I would ask our newest staff member of the WSU Landscape Arboretum, Mark Kruse, and seek out his 
thoughts about the effects of this winter on WSU’s trees. He comes to us from Trees Today Nursery in La Crosse, WI, where 
he currently lives with his wife, Leanne, and their dog, Sunny. Interestingly, Leanne comes all the way from Australia. Mark 
gained his educational background at the University of Minnesota studying Urban Forestry before applying his newly ac- 
quired skills at Meridian Tree Experts in Minneapolis, MN. When Mark is not working and looking after trees, he enjoys fly 
fishing in the Kickapoo Valley and soaking in the views of the surrounding driftless region. 
But what does WSU’s young arborist think about this winter’s extreme fluctuations in both temperature and precipitation 
and how they may have affected the woody landscape? Mark outlined what he saw as possible effects of the winter on certain 
insects. For example, will the Emerald Ash Borer be killed off by the cold temperatures? Unfortunately, Mark believes that 
despite cold temperatures reducing the numbers of the “metallic green invader”, the best case scenario would be a slowing of 
the spread of the dreaded EAB. Thus, he believes that the population of the insect may dip this spring and summer but the 
slight decrease may not make a difference over the long run. 
Another effect of the cold winter on our trees is the increase of winter burn. Mark explains that the brown needles we see on 
certain evergreens such as Dwarf Alberta Spruce and Arborvitae are a result of winter burn. Simply put, plants having shal- 
low roots or those that received too little water in the fall are most susceptible to the burn. He further describes that winter 
burn occurs on sunny, windy days in the winter when the water is drawn from the needles or leaves (i.e. boxwood) and this 
lost water cannot be replaced. The result is that the needles or leaves dry out turning brown. Fortunately, the dead or burned 
sections of the plant can often be pruned out. 
Still another lingering effect of this cold and crazy winter can be observed in frost cracks that often appear on the young, thin 
barked tree trunks. Mark points out that on sunny days in the winter, severe fluctuations in the temperature may occur re- 
sulting in a vertical split in the tree trunk. Watering young trees throughout the fall and wrapping the trunk with a tree guard 
may help prevent this type of damage. Finally, Mark related that this winter brought about extreme events such as large sheets 
of ice and snow falling off the roofs of some of WSU’s buildings causing extensive damage to trees below. 
I suspect all of us are glad to say goodbye to the harsh winter and greet a kinder, gentler and warmer spring!  
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